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Abstract: Expanding consumer demand for access to administrations anyplace and whenever it is driving a 

hurried mechanical movement towards the combination of an assortment of wireless access advances. 

Consequently one of the main intrigue purposes of Next Generation Wireless Networks (NGWNs), alludes to the 

capacity to help wireless networks get to types of gear to ensure a high pace of administrations between unique 

wireless networks. To answer these issues it is fundamental to have choice calculations to choose for each client 

of the versatile terminal, which is the most brilliant network eventually, for help or an exact application that the 

client needs. In this way to make these things, numerous calculations utilize the vertical handoff strategy. A 

progression of calculations dependent on vertical handoff procedure with an order of the distinctive existing 

vertical handoff choice methodologies, which attempts to determine these issues of wireless network choice at a 

predefined time for a particular utilization of a client has been examined in this paper. Additionally, not many 

parameters that are to be considered during vertical handover have been talked about quickly. 

Keywords: Handoff, Horizontal Handover (HHO), Vertical Handover (VHO), WIMAX, Wi-Fi, Quality of 

Service (QoS), Heterogeneous Networks, Parameters.  

 

I. Introduction 
NGWN versatile terminals (MT) are equipped with numerous interfaces and can get to a wide scope of 

uses gave by different wireless networks in an Always Best Connected (ABC) mode. To get to the 

correspondence administrations whenever, anyplace with the best Quality of Service (QoS) at an absolute 

minimum value, the most incredible arrangement is the heterogeneous wireless correspondence framework. 

Various wireless networks have been developed as of late. Each network has been created for clear reason with 

various highlights to ensure that clients furnished with multimode portable terminals (MTs) in the next-

generation wireless network (NGWN) condition will encounter an astounding consistent portability [3], 

appreciate great consistent correspondences and pervasive access to applications in an in every case best 

associated (ABC) model that uses the most effective mix of the current access frameworks. Consistent 

correspondence includes the capacity of the MT to successfully or at the same time connect to various purposes 

of connection in NGWN foundation.  

Heterogeneous wireless networks have different access advancements, covering and inclusion, network 

design, conventions for transport, steering, portability the executives [6, 7]. Additionally, a unique administrator 

suggests diverse help requests from versatile clients (voice, video, interactive media, content, and so forth.) in 

the present market. As a result of these variations, when the portable client moves there is an unquestionable 

requirement to handover the correspondence channel starting with one network then onto the next by thinking 

about its client prerequisites. Channel handover between two assorted networks is achieved by vertical handoff.  

Thinking about the heterogeneous networks, the fundamental and chief usefulness of handoff inception 

and choice stages are very extraordinary, however, in homogeneous networks, the functionalities of handoff 

commencement and choice stages are both pooled together into a solitary stage called handoff inception stage.  

In the event of homogeneous networks, the handoff is in the midst of various cells of a similar wireless 

innovation, there is not something to be referenced as "choosing the best network". If there should be an 

occurrence of the homogeneous networks, it is commonly satisfactory for the gotten sign quality incentive to 

decay underneath an unmistakable edge an incentive to fast off a flat handoff. However, in heterogeneous 

networks, the handoff choice stage can't depend just on got signal quality, yet unique attributes of the network 

like data transmission, inclusion, inertness, control utilization, and cost and so forth. Ought to likewise be 

considered.  

Relying on the client requests, the versatile terminal highlights, and the network conditions, the most 

brilliant network will be chosen for the vertical handoff process. During handover, there is a need to pick the 

best network. In this manner, Vertical Handoff Decision Making is a significant research issue to be accounted 

for. The vertical handoff process includes three principle stages: the framework revelation, the vertical handoff 
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choice, and the vertical handoff execution. In the main stage, the framework disclosure stage, the versatile 

terminal (MT) chooses which networks could be utilized. These networks make a promotion on the bolstered 

information rates and the QoS parameters. As the clients are versatile, this stage may be summoned 

intermittently. During the vertical handoff choice stage, the MT chooses whether the associations should be kept 

utilizing the current chose network or be changed to another network. The choice may rely upon an assortment 

of parameters including, kind of the application, least transfer speed and postpone required by the application, 

get to cost, transmit control and the inclinations of end clients. 

 

 
Figure 1: Horizontal and Vertical Handoff Strategy 

 

During vertical handoff execution phase, connections in the MT are re-routed from the existing 

network to the fresh network in a seamless manner [8]. This phase also comprises the authentication, 

authorization and transfer of user-context information. The illustration of vertical and horizontal handoff 

strategy is drafted in figure 1. 

 

II. Classification of Vertical Handoffs 
A. Upward and Downward Handoffs 

Vertical handoffs could be arranged based on the inclusion of the source and target networks as, 

upward and descending vertical handoffs. In the event that the portable changes from the network with little 

inclusion to a network of more extensive inclusion, it has alluded as an upward handoff. A descending handoff 

essentially happens toward the path invert to the previous one, for example from a network of more prominent 

inclusion to a network of littler inclusion. 

 

B. Hard and Soft Handoffs 

The vertical handoff process where a versatile hub joins with the new base station subsequent to getting 

disengaged from the current base station is named as hard handoff (break before make). In delicate handover, a 

portable hub keeps up the association with the current base station until its relationship with the new base station 

is finished. This procedure is additionally called as make before break, as the versatile hub keeps up concurrent 

associations with both the base stations during the between time period. Delicate handoffs are primarily liked, as 

they kill the issue of interruption of administration. 

 

C. Imperative and Alternative Handoffs 

A basic handoff occurs because of the debilitating of sign quality from a passage. An elective vertical 

handoff is started to offer the client with improved execution. For basic handoffs, it is satisfactory to consider 

signal quality got from the base station, where with respect to elective handoffs various other network 

parameters, for example, data transmission and the expense of network are to be accounted notwithstanding the 

parameters, for example, nature of administration requested by the application and the client inclination. 
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Figure 2: Classification Summary of Vertical Handoffs 

 

D. Mobile Controlled and Network Controlled Handoffs 

Vertical handoffs can also be arranged dependent on who controls the handoff choice. Portable 

Controlled Handoff (MCHO) is the handoff if the versatile hub controls the handoff choice. In-Network 

Controlled Handoff (NCHO), the networks control the handoff choice. The handoff choice control is shared by 

the network and versatile if there should arise an occurrence of Mobile Controlled Network Assisted (MCNA) 

and Network Controlled Mobile Assisted Handoffs (NCMA). MCNA handoffs are likely appropriate, as just 

portable hubs have the comprehension about the network interfaces they are furnished with and the client 

inclinations can likewise be mulled over. A rundown of groupings of VHO procedures is appeared in figure 2 

 

III. Literature Survey 
In this paper [9] the creators center on the VHO testing issue. As indicated by them in a two-chain of 

importance cell network - included a focal macrocell under laid with shorter range femtocell, consistent vertical 

handoff (VHO) is a difficult issue.so to beat the issue creators build up another summed up vertical handoff plot 

comprising of handoff competitors picking and consolidated cost work advancement. In this plan, numerous 

useful imperatives identified with the handoff are considered, for example, speed, the Femto get to show. In 

perspective on cost work, the heap equalization and cost minimization are detailed as the joined streamlining 

objective. The exhibition results dependent on point by point recreations show that new VHO conspire performs 

obviously superior to the traditional ones. Our proposed VHO technique gives the network administrator that 

influence to effortlessly change the accentuation on various extra targets utilizing diverse weighted blends in 

among.  

In this paper [10], a few improvements, for example, Prioritized Multi-Network Handoff, Collective 

Handoff are proposed for the execution of vertical handoff choice calculations, with the objective of augmenting 

the nature of administration experienced by every client. To begin with, the idea of strategy based handoffs is 

talked about. At that point, a cost capacity is characterized to pass judgment on target networks dependent on an 

assortment of the client and network-esteemed measurements. Additionally, they have done the advancements to 

fuse a network disposal include, and to decrease the postponement and preparing required in the assessment of 

the cost capacity, and toward the end, the multi-network enhancement is acquainted with improving throughput 

for versatile terminals with different dynamic sessions  

In this paper [11], the creators have investigated the issue of vertical handoff the board in 

heterogeneous wireless networks. As indicated by their examination the vertical handoff the boarding procedure 

contains three primary stages i.e System Discovery/Handoff Initiation, Handoff Decision, and handoff 

execution. The handoff choices depend on certain parameters called Handoff Decision properties which can be 

gathered into Network related characteristics, terminal/framework related traits, and client inclinations. The 

center of the handoff the executive's procedure in HWN network is handoff choice calculations that 

investigations the different choice components to play out a consistent handoff to a best accessible network, best 

case scenario time minute. This instructional exercise examination the diverse MADMs like SAW, MEW, 

TOPSIS, and GRA alongside the SAW with Elimination Factor strategy. The examination shows that the SAW 

with Elimination Factor technique brings about fewer vertical handoffs in contrast with MADM based 

strategies.  

In this paper [12], to improve indoor inclusion and network limit, the creators utilize various leveled 

full scale/femtocell networks is viewed as the most encouraging methodology. They present an efficient handoff 

calculation to help the inbound portability from full-scale cells to femtocells under the thought of enormous 

asymmetry in the transmitted intensity of the cells. The numerical examination uncovers that their proposed 
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calculation yields a higher likelihood that the client will be accurately appointed to the femtocell while keeping 

up the number of handoffs at a similar level.  

For their work, another RSS-based handoff calculation that is appropriate for the progressive large 

scale/femtocell networks as for giving effective handoff from an m-BS to an f-BS is utilized. The proposed 

calculation reflects huge asymmetry in the transmitted intensity of the cells and its presentation is broke down 

by utilizing the measurable properties of RSS.  

In this paper [13], the creators propose the Vertical handover choice (VHD) calculations. VHD are 

basic parts of the design of the imminent Fourth Generation (4G) heterogeneous wireless networks. As per 

them, these calculations should be intended to give the necessary Quality of Service (QoS) to a wide scope of 

utilization while permitting consistent meandering among a large number of access network advances. In this 

paper, they present an exhaustive overview of the VHD calculations intended to fulfill these prerequisites. To 

offer an orderly correlation, we arrange the calculations into four gatherings dependent on the fundamental 

handover choice paradigm utilized. Additionally, to assess tradeoffs between their unpredictability of usage and 

effectiveness, we examine three delegate VHD calculations in each gathering. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
Next Generation Wireless Networks (NGWNs) has a very good ability to support wireless network 

access equipment’s to ensure a high rate of services between dissimilar wireless networks. It is essential to have 

decision algorithms to decide for each user of the mobile terminal, which is the most viable network at some 

point, for a specific application that the user needs. Therefore to make these things to be practically attainable, 

different algorithms have been proposed for vertical handoff technique. In this paper, a comparative analysis of 

few vertical handover decision process algorithms for next generation heterogeneous wireless networks has been 

worked out towards the emerging standard. Also few parameters, that needs to be accounted before proceeding 

to vertical handover has been artistically illustrated in this literature, thereby guiding the network researchers 

with a comprehensive idea on user mobility and handovers, which is an integral parameter for mobile wireless 

communications. Also this article provides documentation on terminologies, concepts, classifications, popular 

algorithms and their functionalities.                                           
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